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QUESTION 1

Consider a scenario where a customer has a FACT_SALES table with a column zip_code with data type char(5| They
frequently restrict on this column, but the query is very inefficient. 

What is the correct way to optimize this query without modifying the column? 

A. Create a copy of FACT_SALES table with zip_code as integer data type. 

B. alter table fact_sales to organize on zip_code. followed by groom. 

C. CREATE ORGANIZED view for FACT_SALES table 

D. Create a view with a typecast to integer and use view for query purposes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens to NFS mounts after a container failover? 

A. NFS is handled by Red Hat OpenShift and does not need to be mounted. 

B. Sysmgr will remount it as part of the IBM Netezza Performance Server environment 

C. A containers do not allow for NFS mounts. 

D. It will be automatically mounted by the ipsnfs service. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What two files are extracted from the SQL Extension toolkit package? 

A. libnetinza-version.tar gz 

B. libnetsqlext-version.tar.gz 

C. libnetxml-version.tar.gz 

D. libnetcrypto-version.tar.gz 

E. libnetsqlkit-version.tar.gz 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which statement regarding drive failure is true? 

A. Queries and transactions are not interrupted by drive failure if their data is not on the failed drive. 

B. Queries and transactions are not interrupted in the event of a drive failure. 

C. Queries and transactions are interrupted by drive failure because there is no drive mirroring for drives. 

D. Running queries and transactions will finish, but new transactions will not be allowed till drive is changed. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When choosing a distribution key for a large fact table, what is a valid choice? 

A. any column used in table constraints 

B. any column with low cardinality 

C. a technical or surrogate key 

D. any date column commonly used in queries 

Correct Answer: A 
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